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Generation of a functional precision medicine pipeline
which combines comparative transcriptomics and tumor
organoid modeling to identify bespoke treatment
strategies for glioblastoma†

Megan R. Reed1, A. Geoffrey Lyle2, Annick De Loose1, Katrina
Learned2, Cecile Rose T. Vibat3, Christopher P. Wardell1, Robert L.
Eoff1, Olena M. Vaske2 and Analiz Rodriguez1
1University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences, 2University of
California Santa Cruz and 3KIYATEC

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: A functional precision medicine platform to
identify therapeutic targets for a glioblastoma patient with Li
Fraumeni syndrome was performed. Comparative transcriptomics
identified druggable targets and patient derived organoids and a
3D-PREDICT drug screening assay was used to validate the pipeline
and identify further therapeutic targets. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: A comparative transcriptomics pipeline was used
to identify druggable genes that are uniquely overexpressed in our
patient of interest relative to a cancer compendium of 12,747 tumor
RNA sequencing datasets including 200 GBMs. Mini-ring patient
derived organoid-based drug viability assays were performed to val-
idate the comparative transcriptomics data. Additionally, a spheroid-
based drug screening assay (3D-PREDICT) was performed and used
to identify further therapeutic targets. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: Using comparative transcriptomics STAT1 and STAT2
were found to be significantly overexpressed in our patient, indicat-
ing ruxolitinib, a Janus kinase 1 and 2 inhibitor, as a potential
therapy. Druggable pathways predicted using comparative transcrip-
tomics corresponded with ruxolitinib sensitivity in a panel of patient
derived organoids screened with this compound. Cells from the LFS
patient were among the most sensitive to ruxolitinib compared to
patient-derived cells with lower STAT1 and STAT2 expression lev-
els. Additionally, 3D-PREDICT screening identified the mTOR
inhibitor everolimus as a potential candidate. These two targeted
therapies were selected for our patient and resulted in radiographic
disease stability. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: This research
illustrates the use of comparative transcriptomics to identify drug-
gable pathways irrespective of actionable DNA mutations present.
Our results are promising and serve to highlight the importance
of functional precision medicine in tailoring treatment regimes to
specific patients.
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The role of CCN3 in lung endothelial identity and function
Kalpana Betageri1, Nunzia Caporarello2 and Daniel Tschumperlin2
1Mayo Clinic Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences and 2Mayo
Clinic Rochester, MN, USA

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF) is a
fatal disease of lung scarring. Aberrant vascular remodeling is a
contributor to IPF progression. We have identified CCN3 as an
endothelial gene that is upregulated in resolving but not in persis-
tent lung fibrosis in mice. Here we tested the role of CCN3 in lung
microvascular endothelial function. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: RNAi loss of function experiments were used to
evaluate the role of CCN3 in lung endothelial biology. Human lung
microvascular endothelial cells (HLMECs) were transfected with
human CCN3 siRNA and analyzed via qPCR to assess expression
of endothelial transcripts, via wound healing assay for assessment

of migratory function, and via 2D tube formation assay for assess-
ment of angiogenic function. To ascertain the effect of HLMECs on
Normal Human Lung Fibroblasts (NHLFs), conditioned media
(CM) from endothelial cells with control and CCN3 siRNA was
applied to TGFÎ² primed fibroblasts and qPCR was used to measure
expression levels of pro-fibrotic transcripts. Recombinant human
CCN3 protein was subsequently used to confirm the gain of func-
tion role of CCN3 in lung endothelial biology using a subset of these
assays. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: CCN3 is a secreted
matricellular protein thought to be involved in angiogenesis, cell
adhesion, cell migration, and inflammatory responses in endo-
thelial cells. In other organs, CCN3 suppresses expression of fellow
matricellular protein, CCN2 (CTGF); importantly, CCN2 is a
known pro-fibrotic mediator of aberrant tissue remodeling in the
fibrotic lung. Upon CCN3 knockdown in HLMECs, we observed
reduced transcripts for inflammatory and pro-fibrotic genes, along
with impaired endothelial function in wound healing and angio-
genesis assays. CM from CCN3 knockdown endothelial cells
enhanced the pro-fibrotic effects of TGFÎ² in NHLFs. Addition
of recombinant CCN3 to HLMECs generated, conditioned media
that reduced fibroblast pro-fibrotic activation. DISCUSSION/
SIGNIFICANCE: We have shown that matricellular protein-
CCN3 plays a fundamental role in endothelial identity and function
and could be a promising therapeutic target in IPF. A future goal is
to restore levels of genes such as CCN3 in the aged vasculature in
the setting of lung fibrosis to test their capacity to promote vascular
repair and fibrosis resolution.
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Blood pressure and the kidney cortex transcriptome
response to high sodium diet challenge in female
nonhuman primates
Angelica M. Riojas1; Kimberly D. Spradling-Reeves2; Robert E.
Shade3; Sobha R. Puppala2; Clinton L. Christensen4; Shifra
Birnbaum4; Jeremy P. Glenn4; Cun Li5; Hossam Shaltout6; Shannan
Hall-Ursone3 and *Laura A. Cox2,3
1Research Imaging Institute, UT Health San Antonio,
San Antonio, Texas, USA, 2Center for Precision Medicine,
Department of Internal Medicine, Wake Forest School of Medicine,
Winston-Salem, North Carolina, USA, 3Southwest National Primate
Research Center, Texas Biomedical Research Institute, San
Antonio, Texas, USA, 4Molecular Services Core, Texas Biomedical
Research Institute, San Antonio, Texas, USA, 5Department of
Animal Science, University of Wyoming, Laramie,
Wyoming, USA and 6Hypertension and Vascular Research
Center, Wake Forest School of Medicine, Winston-Salem, North
Carolina, USA

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: The goal of this study was to understand
the impact of a high sodium diet on gene networks in the kidney
that correlate with blood pressure in female primates, and translat-
ing findings to women. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION:
Sodium-naÃ¯ve female baboons (n=7) were fed a low-sodium
(LS) diet for 6 weeks followed by a high sodium (HS) diet for 6
weeks. Sodium intake, serum 17 beta-estradiol, and ultrasound-
guided kidney biopsies for RNA-Seq were collected at the end of
each diet. Blood pressure was continuously measured for 64-hour
periods throughout the study by implantable telemetry devices.
Weighted gene coexpression network analysis was performed on
RNA-Seq data to identify transcripts correlated with blood pressure
on each diet. Network analysis was performed on transcripts highly
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correlated with BP, and in silico findings were validated by immu-
nohistochemistry of kidney tissues. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: On the LS diet, Na+ intake and serum 17 beta-estradiol
concentration correlated with BP. Cell type composition of renal
biopsies was consistent among all animals for both diets. Kidney
transcriptomes differed by diet; analysis by unbiased weighted gene
co-expression network analysis revealed modules of genes corre-
lated with BP on the HS diet. Network analysis of module genes
showed causal networks linking hormone receptors, proliferation
and differentiation, methylation, hypoxia, insulin and lipid regula-
tion, and inflammation as regulators underlying variation in BP on
the HS diet. Our results show variation in BP correlated with novel
kidney gene networks with master regulators PPARG and MYC in
female baboons on a HS diet. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE:
Previous studies in primates to identify molecular networks dysre-
gulated by HS diet focused on males. Current clinical guidelines do
not offer sex-specific treatment plans for sodium sensitive hyper-
tension. This study leveraged variation in BP as a first step to iden-
tify correlated kidney regulatory gene networks in female primates
after a HS diet.
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Integrated Analysis of Genetic Databases Identifies
miRNA Associated With Poor Survival In Melanoma
Reid McCallister1, Chitra Subramanian1, Nikhil Mantena1 andMark Cohen1
1University of Michigan

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Despite advances in precision medicine and
understanding of the molecular pathways, melanoma remains the dead-
liest skin cancer, warranting identification of novel biomarkers. In this
study, we performed bioinformatic analysis ofmelanoma patient tumors
to identify novel dysregulated gene and micro-RNA (miRNA) targets
responsible for survival. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: Genetic
sequencing data for 594 patient samples of melanoma and normal skin
tissue from 10 databases were accessed using the NCBI Gene Expression
Omnibus. Genes and miRNA that were significantly dysregulated
(adjusted p-value < 0.05, log fold change > Â± 2) in melanoma com-
pared to normal skin were identified using the GEO2R program.
Dataset expression profiles were cross-referenced to identify genetic ele-
ments dysregulated in at least 50% of datasets and filtered for association
with poor survival using R2 Genomics Analysis and Visualization
Platform. DAVID 6.8 provided pathway analysis of dysregulated genes.
miRTarBase linked genes associatedwith poor survival and dysregulated
miRNA from our database analysis. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: Bioinformatic analysis revealed consistent differential regula-
tionof 205 genes (down=177 andup=28) and38miRNAacross datasets
with fold change >2 (bonf. p<0.05). Pathway analysis indicated that
PPAR, phosphatidylinositol signaling, Rap1 signaling, and p53 signaling
pathways were enriched by downregulated genes while the NF-kB path-
way was enriched up regulated genes. Survival analysis of the differen-
tially regulated genes identified 11 downregulated (ACSL1, CEBPA,
CES4A, CRIP1, GATA3, HLADQB2, PTGS1, PYCARD, PPARG,
PKP3, RSSF6) and 3 upregulated (DUXAP10, SLC2A3 and PRAME)

hub genes to be associated with poor overall survival. Out of the 13
miRNA associated with hub genes, five miRNA (hsa-miR-125b-5p,
hsa-miR-130b-3p, hsa-miR-26n-5p, hsa-miR-30b, hsa-miR-30c) were
linked to multiple hub genes. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: Our
analysis identified 14 hub genes (regulators of PPARA, adipocyte differ-
entiation, and transcriptional pathways) as well asmiRNAs hsa-miR-30c
(regulator of PTGS1 and SLC2A3) and hsa-let-7i-5p (regulator of
ASCL1) as potential therapeutic targets. Further studies for validation
of the targets are needed for clinical translation in melanoma.
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Nociplastic pain and early discontinuation of aromatase
inhibitor therapy in breast cancer patients over age 65*
Elizabeth Joyce1, Kelley M. Kidwell1 and N. Lynn Henry1
1University of Michigan

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Side effects are why up to 50% of women
with hormone-positive breast cancer prematurely discontinue aro-
matase inhibitor (AI) therapy. Pain from altered nociception without
clear tissue/nerve damage (nociplastic) is a hypothesized contribut-
ing factor to this. Our objective was to evaluate the relationship
between nociplastic pain and AI duration. METHODS/STUDY
POPULATION: Patients with breast cancer diagnosed between
2012-19 were identified from the University of Michigan
Genomics Initiative (MGI). Patients who were female, >65 years
old at time of breast cancer diagnosis, and had hormone receptor-
positive disease met inclusion criteria. Prior to undergoing surgery,
patients completed validated surveys about overall worst pain (Brief
Pain Inventory [BPI]), nociplastic pain (2011 Fibromyalgia Survey
[FS]), and life satisfaction, with higher scores representing more
of the factor. Breast cancer history, treatment, and patient demo-
graphics were abstracted from the medical record. Univariate analy-
sis was conducted to evaluate the relationship between age, body-
mass index (BMI), chemotherapy, BPI, FS, life satisfaction, and time
to discontinuation of initial AI. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED
RESULTS: 207 patients were eligible, 133 of whom initiated AI
therapy. Of the 133 analyzed patients, mean age was 70.7 years
and mean BMI was 30.3. 28 (21%) underwent adjuvant chemo-
therapy and 79 (59%) received adjuvant radiation prior to initiation
of AI therapy. Average nociplastic pain score was 4.0/31 (standard
deviation [SD] 4.6), worst pain was 1.5/10 (SD 1.9), and life satisfac-
tion score was 7.3/10 (SD 2.8). The initial AI for 94% of patients (125
patients) was anastrozole. On univariate analysis, only higher noci-
plastic pain score was statistically associated with premature discon-
tinuation of AI with a HR 1.07 (95%CI 1.00-1.13, p = 0.036). On
multivariable analysis, no factors remained statistically significant,
although there was a trend for nociplastic pain (HR 1.06, 95%CI
1.00-1.13, p = 0.068). DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE: It is impor-
tant to identify variables predicting tolerance to therapy so patients
can be optimally counseled. Our study suggests that patients with
pre-existing baseline pain disorders may be more likely to be non-
persistent with AI therapy. Future study should be conducted to
determine if treatments for nocipastic pain improve AI persistence.
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